In many practical applications, one works with deep neural network (DNN) models trained by someone else. For such pretrained models, one typically does not have access to training data or test data. Moreover, one does not know many details about the model, such as the specifics of the training data, the loss function, the hyperparameter values, etc. Given one or many pretrained models, can one say anything about the expected performance or quality of the models? Here, we present and evaluate empirical quality metrics for pretrained DNN models at scale. Using the open-source WeightWatcher tool, we analyze hundreds of publicly-available pretrained models, including older and current state-of-the-art models in computer vision (CV) and natural language processing (NLP). We examine both familiar norm-based capacity control metrics (Frobenius and Spectral norms) as well as newer Power Law (PL) based metrics (including fitted PL exponents, α, and the Weighted Alpha metric, α), from the recently-developed Theory of Heavy-Tailed Self Regularization (HT-SR). We also introduce the α-Shatten Norm metric. We find that norm-based metrics correlate well with reported test accuracies for well-trained models across nearly all CV architecture series. On the other hand, we find that norm-based metrics can not distinguish "good-versus-bad" models-which, arguably is the point of needing quality metrics. Indeed, they may give spurious results. We also find that PL-based metrics do much better-quantitatively better at discriminating among a series of "good-better-best" models, and qualitatively better at discriminating "good-versus-bad" models. PL-based metrics can also be used to characterize fine-scale properties of these models, and we introduce the layer-wise Correlation Flow as new quality assessment. We show how poorly-trained (and/or poorly fine-tuned) models may exhibit both Scale Collapse and unusually large PL exponents, α 6, in particular for recent NLP models. Our techniques, as implemented in the WeightWatcher tool, can be used to identify when a pretrained DNN has problems that can not be detected simply by examining training/test accuracies. intelligence (AI), arises when the model user is not the model developer. Here, one may not have access to either the training data or the testing data. Instead, one may simply be given a model that has already been trained-a pretrained model -and need to use it as-is, or to fine-tune and/or compress it and then use it.
Introduction
A common problem in machine learning (ML) is to evaluate the quality of a given model. A popular way to accomplish this is to train a model and then evaluate its training/testing error. There are many problems with this approach. The training/testing curves give very limited insight into the overall properties of the model; they do not take into account the (often large human and CPU/GPU) time for hyperparameter fiddling; they typically do not correlate with other properties of interest such as robustness or fairness or interpretability; and so on. A less wellknown problem, but one that is increasingly important, in particular in industrial-scale artificial we do not seek a new regularizer, and we do not aim to evaluate a single model (e.g., as with hyperparameter optimization). 3 Instead, we want to examine different models across common architecture series, and we want to compare models between different architectures themselves, and in both cases, we ask:
Can we predict trends in the quality of pretrained DNN models without access to training or testing data?
To answer this question, we analyze hundreds of publicly-available pretrained state-of-the-art CV and NLP models. Here is a summary of our main results.
• Norm-based metrics and well-trained models. Norm-based metrics do a reasonably good job at predicting quality trends in well-trained CV/NLP models.
• Norm-based metrics and poorly-trained models. Norm-based metrics may give spurious results when applied to poorly-trained models (e.g., models trained without enough data, etc.), exhibiting Scale Collapse for these models.
• PL-based metrics and model quality. PL-based metrics do much better at predicting quality trends in pretrained CV/NLP models. They are quantitatively better at discriminating "good-better-best" trends, and qualitatively better at distinguishing "good-versusbad" models.
• PL-based metrics and model diagnostics. PL-based metrics can also be used to characterize fine-scale model properties (including layer-wise Correlation Flow ) in welltrained and poorly-trained models, and they can be used to evaluate model enhancements (e.g., distillation, fine-tuning, etc.).
We emphasize that our goal is a practical theory to predict trends in the quality of state-of-theart DNN models, i.e., not to make a statement about every publicly-available model. We have examined hundreds of models, and we identify general trends, but we also highlight interesting exceptions.
The WeightWatcher Tool. All of our computations were performed with the publicly-available WeightWatcher tool (version 0.2.7) [1] . To be fully reproducible, we only examine publiclyavailable, pretrained models, and we also provide all Jupyter and Google Colab notebooks used in an accompanying github repository [2] . See Appendix A for details on how to reproduce all results.
Organization of this paper. We start in Section 2 and Section 3 with background and an overview of our general approach. In Section 4, we study three well-known widely-available DNN CV architectures (the VGG, ResNet, and DenseNet series of models); and we provide an illustration of our basic methodology, both to evaluate the different metrics against reported test accuracies and to use quality metrics to understand model properties. Then, in Section 5, we look at several variations of a popular NLP DNN architecture (the OpenAI GPT and GPT2 models); and we show how model quality and properties vary between several variants of GPT and GPT2, including how metrics behave similarly and differently. Then, in Section 6, we present results based on an analysis of hundreds of pretrained DNN models, showing how well each metric predicts the reported test accuracies, and how the PL-based metrics perform remarkably well. Finally, in Section 7, we provide a brief discussion and conclusion.
Background and Related Work
Most theory for DNNs is applied to small toy models and assumes access to data. There is very little work asking how to predict, in a theoretically-principled manner, the quality of large-scale state-of-the-art DNNs, and how to do so without access to training data or testing data or details of the training protocol, etc. Our approach is, however, related to two other lines of work.
Statistical mechanics theory for DNNs. Statistical mechanics ideas have long had influence on DNN theory and practice [3, 4, 5] ; and our best-performing metrics (those using fitted PL exponents) are based on statistical mechanics [4, 6, 7, 8, 9] , in particular the recently-developed Theory of Heavy Tailed Self Regularization (HT-SR) [6, 7, 9] . We emphasize that the way in which we (and HT-SR Theory) use statistical mechanics theory is quite different than the way it is more commonly formulated. Several very good overviews of the more common approach are available [3, 5] . We use statistical mechanics in a broader sense, drawing upon techniques from quantitative finance and random matrix theory. Thus, much more relevant for our methodological approach is older work of Bouchaud, Potters, Sornette, and coworkers [10, 11, 12, 13] on the statistical mechanics of heavy tailed and strongly correlated systems.
Norm-based capacity control theory. There is also a large body of work on using normbased metrics to bound generalization error [14, 15, 16] . In this area, theoretical work aims to prove generalization bounds, and applied work uses these norms to construct regularizers to improve training. While we do find that norms provide relatively good quality metrics, at least for distinguishing good-better-best among well-trained models, we are not interested in proving generalization bounds or developing new regularizers.
Methods
Let us write the Energy Landscape (or optimization function, parameterized by W l s and b l s) for a DNN with L layers, activation functions h l (·), and N × M weight matrices W l and biases b l , as:
Each DNN layer contains one or more layer 2D N × M weight matrices, W l , or pre-activation maps, W i,l , extracted from 2D Convolutional layers, and where N > M . 4 (We may drop the i and/or i, l subscripts below.) See Appendix A for how we define the Conv2D layer matrixes and for our choices of normalization. Assume we are given several pretrained DNNs, e.g., as part of an architecture series. The models have been trained and evaluated on labeled data {d i , y i } ∈ D, using standard techniques. The pretrained pytroch model files are publicly-available, and the test accuracies have been reported online. In this study, we do not have access to this data, and we have not trained any of the models ourselves, nor have we re-evaluated the test accuracies. We expect that most well-trained, production-quality models will employ one or more forms of regularization, such as Batch Normalization (BN), Dropout, etc., and many will also contain additional structure such as Skip Connections, etc. Here, we will ignore these details, and will focus only on the pretrained layer weight matrices W l .
DNN Empirical Quality Metrics. The best performing empirical quality metrics depend on the norms and/or spectral properties of each weight matrix, W, and/or, equivalently, it's Empirical Correlation Matrix : X = W T W.
Here, we consider the following metrics.
• Frobenius Norm:
Here, λ i is the i th eigenvalue of the X, and λ max is the maximum eigenvalue. Recall that the eigenvalues are squares of the singular values σ i of W: λ i = σ 2 i . Also, note that we do not normalize X by 1/N ; see Appendix A for a discussion of this issue.
The first two norms are well-known in ML; the last two deserve special mention. The empirical parameter α is the Power Law (PL) exponent that arises in the recently-developed HT-SR Theory [6, 7, 9] . Operationally, α is determined by using the publicly-available WeightWatcher tool [1] to fit the Empirical Spectral Density (ESD) of X, i.e., a histogram of the eigenvalues, call it ρ(λ), to a truncated PL,
Each of these quantities is defined for a given layer W matrix. For norm-based metrics, we use the average of the log norm, and to the appropriate power. Informally, this amounts to assuming that the layer weight matrices are statistically independent, in which case we can estimate the model complexity C, or test accuracy, with a standard Product Norm (which resembles a data dependent VC complexity),
where · is a matrix norm. The log complexity,
takes the form of an average Log Norm. For the Frobenius Norm metric and Spectral Norm metric, we can use Eqn. (4) directly. 6 The Weighted Alpha metric is an average of α l over all layers l ∈ {1, . . . , l}, weighted by the size, or scale, or each matrix,α
where L is the total number of layer weight matrices. The Weighted Alpha metric was introduced previously [9] , where it was shown to correlate well with trends in reported test accuracies of pretrained DNNs, albeit on a limited set of models. Based on this, in this paper, we introduce and evaluate the α-Shatten Norm metric. Notice for the α-Shatten Norm metric, however, α l varies from layer to layer, and so in Eqn. (6) it can not be taken out of the sum: 5 Notice W 2α 2α = X α α . We use X to emphasize that α depends on the ESD of X. 6 When taking log W l 2 F , the 2 comes down and out of the sum, and thus ignoring it only changes the metric by a constant factor.
For small α, the Weighted Alpha metric approximates the Log α-Shatten norm, as can be shown with a statistical mechanics and random matrix theory derivation [17] ; and the Weighted Alpha and α-Shatten norm metrics often behave like an improved, weighted average Log Spectral Norm, and may track this metric in some cases.
To avoid confusion, let us clarify the relationship between α andα. We fit the ESD of the correlation matrix X to a truncated PL, parameterized by 2 values: the PL exponent α, and the maximum eigenvalue λ max . (Technically, we also need the minimum eigenvalue λ min , but this detail does not affect our analysis.) The PL exponent α measures of the amount of correlation in a DNN layer weight matrix W. It is valid for λ ≤ λ max , and it is scale-invariant, i.e., it does not depend on the normalization of W or X. The λ max is a measure of the size, or scale, of W. Multiplying each α by the corresponding log λ max weighs "bigger" layers more, and averaging this product leads to a balanced, Weighted Alpha metric for the entire DNN.
Convolutional Layers and Normalization issues. There are several technical issues (regarding spectral analysis of convolutional layers and normalization of empirical matrices) that are important for reproducibility of our results. See Appendix A for a discussion.
Comparison of CV models
In this section, we examine empirical quality metrics described in Section 3 for several CV model architecture series. This includes the VGG, ResNet, and DenseNet series of models, each of which consists of several pretrained DNN models, trained on the full ImageNet [18] dataset, and each of which is distributed with the current open source pyTorch framework (version 1.4) [19] . This also includes a larger set of ResNet models, trained on the ImageNet-1K dataset [18] , provided on the OSMR "Sandbox for training convolutional networks for computer vision" [20] , which we call the ResNet-1K series.
We perform coarse model analysis, comparing and contrasting the four model series, and predicting trends in model quality. We also perform fine layer analysis, as a function of depth for these models, illustrating that PL-based metrics can provide novel insights among the VGG, ResNet/ResNet-1K, and DenseNet architectures.
Average Quality Metrics versus Reported Test Accuracies. We have examined the performance of the four quality metrics (Log Frobenius norm, Log Spectral norm, Weighted Alpha, and Log α-Norm) applied to each of the VGG, ResNet, ResNet-1K, and DenseNet series. To start, Figure 1 considers the VGG series (in particular, the pretrained models VGG11, VGG13, VGG16, and VGG19, with and without BN), and it plots the four quality metrics versus the reported test accuracies [19] , 7 as well as a basic linear regression line. All four metrics correlate quite well with the reported Top1 accuracies, with smaller norms and smaller values ofα implying better generalization (i.e., greater accuracy, lower error). While all four metrics perform well, notice that the Log α-Norm metric (log W α α ) performs best (with an RMSE of 0.42, see Table 1 ); and the Weighted Alpha metric (α = α log λ max ), which is an approximation to the Log α-Norm metric [17] , performs second best (with an RMSE of 0.48, see Table 1 ). See Table 1 for a summary of results for Top1 accuracies for all four metrics for the VGG, ResNet, and DenseNet series. Similar results (not shown) are obtained for the Top5 accuracies. Overall, for the the ResNet, ResNet-1K, and DenseNet series, all metrics perform relatively well, the Log α-Norm metric performs second best, and the Weighted Alpha metric performs best. These model series are all well-trodden, and our results indicate that norm-based metrics and PL-based metrics can both distinguish among a series of "good-better-best" models, with PLbased metrics performing somewhat (i.e., quantitatively) better.
The DenseNet series has similar behavior to what we see in Figures 1 and 2 for the other models. However, as noted in Table 1 , it has only 4 data points. In our larger analysis, in Section 6, we will only include series with 5 or more models. (Note that these and many other such plots can be seen on our publicly-available repo.)
Variation in Data Set Size. We are interested in how our four quality metrics depend on data set size. To examine this, we look at results on ResNet versus ResNet-1K. See Figure 2 , which plots and compares the Log α-Norm metric for the full ResNet model, trained on the full ImageNet dataset, against the ResNet-1K model, which has been trained on a much smaller ImageNet-1K data set. The Log α-Norm is much better than the Log Frobenius/Spectral norm metrics (although, as Table 1 shows, it is actually slightly worse than the Weighted Alpha metric). The ResNet series has strong correlation, with an RMSE of 0.66, whereas the ResNet-1K series Table 1 : RMSE (smaller is better) for linear fits of quality metrics to reported Top1 test error for pretrained models in each architecture series. Column # refers to number of models. VGG, ResNet, and DenseNet were pretrained on ImageNet, and ResNet-1K was pretrained on ImageNet-1K.
also shows good correlation, but has a much larger RMSE of 1.9. (Other metrics exhibit similar behavior.) As expected, the higher quality data set shows a better fit, even with fewer data points.
Layer Analysis: Metrics as a Function of Depth. We can learn much more about a pretrained model by going beyond average values of quality metrics to examining quality metrics for each layer weight matrix, W, as a function of depth (or layer id). For example, we can plot (just) the PL exponent, α, for each layer, as a function of depth. See Figure 3 , which plots α for each layer (the first layer corresponds to data, the last layer to labels) for the least accurate (shallowest) and most accurate (deepest) model in each of the VGG (no BN), ResNet, and DenseNet series. (Again, a much more detailed set of plots is available at our repo; but note that the corresponding layer-wise plots for Frobenius and Spectral norms are much less interesting than the results we present here.) In the VGG models, Figure 3 (a) shows that the PL exponent α systematically increases as we move down the network, from data to labels, in the Conv2D layers, starting with α 2.0 and reaching all the way to α ∼ 5.0; and then, in the last three, large, fully-connected (FC) layers, α stabilizes back down to α ∈ [2, 2.5]. This is seen for all the VGG models (again, only the shallowest and deepest are shown in this figure), indicating that the main effect of increasing depth is to increase the range over which α increases, thus leading to larger α values in later Conv2D layers of the VGG models. This is quite different than the behavior of either the ResNet-1K models or the DenseNet models.
For the ResNet-1K models, Figure 3 (b) shows that α also increases in the last few layers (more dramatically, in fact, than for VGG, observe the differing scales on the Y axes). However, , and with the layer ids overlaid on the X-axis, from smallest to largest, to allow a more detailed analysis of the most strongly correlated layers. Notice that ResNet152 exhibits different and much more stable behavior of α across layers. This contrasts with how both VGG models gradually worsen in deeper layers and how the DenseNet models are much more erratic. In the text, this is interpreted in terms of Correlation Flow.
as the ResNet-1K models get deeper, there is a wide range over which α values tend to remain quite small. This is seen for other models in the ResNet-1K series, but it is most pronounced for the larger ResNet-1K (152) model, where α remains relatively stable at α ∼ 2.0, from the earliest layers all the way until we reach close to the final layers. For the DenseNet models, Figure 3 (c) shows that α tends to increase as the layer id increases, in particular for layers toward the end. While this is similar to what is seen in the VGG models, with the DenseNet models, α values increase almost immediately after the first few layers, and the variance is much larger (in particular for the earlier and middle layers, where it can range all the way to α ∼ 8.0) and much less systematic throughout the network.
Comparison of VGG, ResNet, and DenseNet Architectures. We can interpret these observations by recalling the architectural differences between the VGG, ResNet, and DenseNet architectures, and, in particular, the number of of residual connections. VGG resembles the traditional convolutional architectures, such as LeNet5, and consists of several [Conv2D-Maxpool-(a) λmax for ResNet20 layers (b) α for ResNet20 layers Figure 4 : ResNet20, distilled with Group Regularization, as implemented in the distiller (4D regularized 5Lremoved) pretrained models. Log Spectral Norm (log λ max ) and PL exponent (α) for individual layers, versus layer id, for both baseline (before distillation, green) and finetuned (after distillation, red) pretrained models. ReLu] blocks, followed by 3 large Fully Connected (FC) layers. ResNet greatly improved on VGG by replacing the large FC layers, shrinking the Conv2D blocks, and introducing residual connections. This optimized approach allows for greater accuracy with far fewer parameters (and GPU memory requirements), and ResNet models of up to 1000 layers have been trained [21] .
We conjecture that the efficiency and effectiveness of ResNet is reflected in the smaller and more stable α ∼ 2.0, across nearly all layers, indicating that the inner layers are very well correlated and strongly optimized. Contrast this with the DenseNet models, which contains many connections between every layer. Our results (large α, meaning they even a PL model is probably a poor fit) suggest that DenseNet has too many connections, diluting high quality interactions across layers, and leaving many layers very poorly optimized.
Correlation Flow. More generally, we can understand the results presented in Figure 3 in terms of what we will call the Correlation Flow of the model. Recall that the average Log α-Norm metric and the Weighted Alpha metric are based on HT-SR Theory [6, 7, 9] , which is in turn based on ideas from the statistical mechanics of heavy tailed and strongly correlated systems [10, 11, 12, 13] . There, one expects the weight matrices of well-trained DNNs will exhibit correlations over many size scales. Their ESDs can be well-fit by a (truncated) PL, with exponents α ∈ [2, 4]. Much larger values (α 6) may reflect poorer PL fits, whereas smaller values (α ∼ 2), are associated with models that generalize better. Informally, one would expect a DNN model to perform well when it facilitates the propagation of information/features across layers. Previous work argues this by computing the gradients over the input data. In the absence of training/test data, one might hope that this leaves empirical signatures on weight matrices, and thus we can to try to quantify this by measuring the PL properties of weight matrices. In this case, smaller α values correspond to layers in which correlations across multiple scales are better captured [6, 11] , and we expect that small α values that are stable across multiple layers enable better correlation flow through the network. We have seen this in many models, including those shown in Figure 3 .
Scale Collapse; or How Distillation May Break Models. The similarity between normbased metrics and PL-based metrics suggests a question: is the Weighted Alpha metric just a variation of the more familiar norm-based metrics? More generally, do fitted α values contain information not captured by norms? In examining hundreds of pretrained models, we have found several anomalies that demonstrate the power of our approach. In particular, to show that α does capture something different, consider the following example, which looks at a compressed/distilled DNN model [22] . In this example, we show that some distillation methods may actually break models unexpectedly by introducing what we call Scale Collapse, where several distilled layers have unexpectedly small Spectral Norms.
We consider ResNet20, trained on CIFAR10, before and after applying the Group Regularization distillation technique, as implemented in the distiller package [23]. We analyze the pretrained 4D regularized 5Lremoved baseline and fine-tuned models. The reported baseline test accuracies (Top1= 91.45 and Top5= 99.75) are better than the reported fine-tuned test accuracies (Top1= 91.02 and Top5= 99.67). Because the baseline accuracy is greater, the previous results on ResNet (Table 1 and Figure 2 ) suggest that the baseline Spectral Norms should be smaller on average than the fine-tuned ones. The opposite is observed. Figure 4 presents the Spectral Norm (here denoted log λ max ) and PL exponent (α) for each individual layer weight matrix W. 8 On the other hand, the α values (in Figure 4(b) ) do not differ systematically between the baseline and fine-tuned models. Also (not shown), the average (unweighted) baseline α is smaller than the fine-tuned average (as predicted by HT-SR Theory, the basis ofα).
That being said, Figure 4 (b) also depicts two very large α 6 values for the baseline, but not for the fine-tuned, model. This suggests the baseline model has at least two overparameterized/under-trained layers, and that the distillation method does, in fact, improve the fine-tuned model by compressing these layers.
The pretrained models in the distiller package have passed some quality metric, but they are much less well trodden than any of the VGG, ResNet, or DenseNet series. While norms make good regularizers for a single model, there is no reason a priori to expect them correlate so well with test accuracies across different models. We do expect, however, the PL α to do so because it effectively measures the amount of correlation in the model [6, 7, 9] . The reason for the anomalous behavior shown in Figure 4 is that the distiller Group Regularization technique causes the norms of the W pre-activation maps for two Conv2D layers to increase spuriously. This is difficult to diagnose by analyzing training/test curves, but it is easy to diagnose with our approach.
Comparison of NLP Models
In this section, we examine empirical quality metrics described in Section 3 for several NLP model architectures. Within the past two years, nearly 100 open source, pretrained NLP DNNs based on the revolutionary Transformer architecture have emerged. These include variants of BERT, Transformer-XML, GPT, etc. The Transformer architectures consist of blocks of so-called Attention layers, containing two large, Feed Forward (Linear) weight matrices [24] . In contrast to smaller pre-Activation maps arising in Cond2D layers, Attention matrices are significantly larger. In general, we have found that they have larger PL exponents α. Based on HT-SR Theory (in particular, the interpretation of values of α ∼ 2 as modeling systems with good correlations over many size scales [10, 11] ), this suggests that these models fail to capture successfully many of the correlations in the data (relative to their size) and thus are substantially under -trained. More generally, compared to the CV models of Section 4, modern NLP models have larger weight matrices and display different spectral properties. Thus, they provide a very different test for our empirical quality metrics.
While norm-based metrics perform reasonably well on well-trained NLP models, they often behave anomalously on poorly-trained models. Indeed, for such "bad" models, weight matrices may display rank collapse, decreased Frobenius mass, or unusually small Spectral norms. (This may be misinterpreted as "smaller is better.") In contrast, PL-based metrics, including the Log α-Norm metric (log W α α ) and the Weighted Alpha metric (α = α log λ max ) display consistent behavior, even on poorly trained models. Indeed, we can use these metrics to help identify when architectures need repair and when more and/or better data are needed.
What do large values of α mean? Many NLP models, such as GPT and BERT, have some weight matrices with unusually large PL exponents (e.g., α 6). This indicates these matrices may be under -correlated (i.e., over-parameterized, relative to the amount of data). In this regime, the truncated PL fit itself may not be very reliable because the MLE estimator it uses is unreliable in this range (i.e., the specific α values returned by the truncated PL fits are less reliable, but having large versus small values of α is reliable). Phenomenologically, if we examine the ESD visually, we can usually describe these W as in the Bulk-Decay or Bulk-plus-Spikes phase [6, 7] . Previous work [6, 7] has conjectured that very well-trained DNNs would not have many outlier α 6; and improved versions of GPT (shown below) and BERT (not shown) confirm this.
OpenAI GPT Models. The OpenAI GPT and GPT2 models provide us with the opportunity to analyze two effects: training the same model with different data set sizes; and increasing the sizes of both the data set and the architectures simultaneously. These models have the remarkable ability to generate fake text that appears to the human to be real, and they have generated significant media attention because of the potential for their misuse. For this reason, the original GPT model released by OpenAI was trained on a deficient data set, rendering the model interesting but not fully functional. Later, OpenAI released a much improved model, GPT2-small, which has the same architecture and number of layers as GPT, but which has been trained on a larger and better data set (and with other changes), making it remarkably good at generating (near) human-quality fake text. By comparing the poorly-trained (i.e., "bad") GPT to the well-trained (i.e., "good") GPT2-small, we can identify empirical indicators for when a model has in fact been poorly-trained and thus may perform poorly when deployed. By comparing GPT2-medium to GPT2-large to GPT2-xl, we can examine the effect of increasing data set and model size simultaneously, an example of what we call a series of "good-better-best" models. The GPT models we analyze are deployed with the popular HuggingFace PyTorch library [25] . GPT has 12 layers, with 4 Multi-head Attention Blocks, giving 48 layer Weight Matrices, W. Each Block has 2 components, the Self Attention (attn) and the Projection (proj) matrices. The self-attention matrices are larger, of dimension (2304 × 768) or (3072 × 768). The projection layer concatenates the self-attention results into a vector (of dimension 768). This gives 50 large matrices. Because GPT and GPT2 are trained on different data sets, the initial Embedding matrices differ in shape. GPT has an initial Token and Positional Embedding layers, of dimension (40478 × 768) and (512 × 768), respectively, whereas GPT2 has input Embeddings of shape (50257 × 768) and (1024 × 768), respectively. The OpenAI GPT2 (English) models are: GPT2small, GPT2-medium, GPT2-large, and GPT2-xl, having 12, 24, 36, and 48 layers, respectively, with increasingly larger weight matrices.
Average Quality Metrics for GPT and GPT2. We have analyzed the four quality metrics described in Section 3 for the OpenAI GPT and GPT2 pretrained models. See Table 2 for a summary of results. We start by examining trends between GPT and GPT2-small. Observe that all four metrics increase when going from GPT to GPT2-small, i.e., they are smaller for the higher-quality model (higher quality since GPT was trained to better data), when the number of layers is held fixed. Notice that in the GPT model, being poorly trained, the norm metrics all exhibit Scale Collapse, compared to GPT2-small. We next examine trends between GPT2-medium to GPT2-large to GPT2-xl. Observe that (with one minor exception involving the log Frobenius norm metric) all four metrics decrease as one goes from medium to large to xl, indicating that the larger models indeed look better than the smaller models. Notice that, for these well-trained models, the norm metrics now behave as expected, decreasing with increasing accuracy.
Going beyond average values, Figure 5 (a) shows the histogram (empirical density), for all layers, of α for GPT and GPT2-small. These two histograms are very different. The older deficient GPT has numerous unusually large α exponents-meaning they are not really welldescribed by a PL fit. Indeed, we expect that a poorly-trained model will lack good (i.e., small α) PL behavior in many/most layers. On the other hand, as expected, the newer improved GPT2small model has, on average, smaller α values than the older GPT, with all α ≤ 6 and with smaller mean/median α. It also has far fewer unusually-large outlying α values than GPT. From this (and other results not shown), we see that α provides a good quality metric for comparing these two models, the "bad" GPT versus the "good" GPT2-small. This should be contrasted with the behavior displayed by the Frobenius norm (not shown) and the Spectral norm.
Scale Collapse in Poorly Trained Models. We next describe the behavior of the Spectral norm in GPT versus GPT2-small. In Figure 5(b) , the "bad" GPT model has a smaller mean/median Spectral norm as well as, spuriously, many much smaller Spectral norms, compared to the "good" GPT2-small, violating the conventional wisdom that smaller Spectral norms are better. Indeed, because there are so many anonymously small Spectral norms, it appears that the GPT model may be exhibiting a kind of Scale Collapse, like that observed in the distilled CV models (in Figure 4 ). This is important because it demonstrates that, while the Spectral (or Frobenius) norm may correlate well with predicted test error, it is not a good indicator of the overall model quality. It can mispredict good-versus-bad questions in ways not seen with PL-based metrics. Using it as an empirical quality metric may give spurious results when applied to poorly-trained or otherwise deficient models.
(Note that Figure 5 (b) also shows some unusually large Spectral Norms. Upon examination, e.g., from Figure 6 (b) (below), we see that these correspond to the first embedding layer(s). These layers have a different effective normalization, and therefore a different scale. We discuss this further in Appendix A. Here, we do not include them in our computed average metrics in Table 2 , and we do not include them in the histogram plot in Figure 5 Layer Analysis: Correlation Flow and Scale Collapse in GPT and GPT2. We also examine in Figure 6 the PL exponent α and Log Spectral Norm versus layer id, for GPT and GPT2-small. Let's start with Figure 6(a) , which plots α versus the depth (i.e., layer id) for each model. The deficient GPT model displays two trends in α, one stable with α ∼ 4, and one increasing with layer id, with α reaching as high as 12. In contrast, the well-trained GPT2-small model shows consistent and stable patterns, again with one stable α ∼ 3.5 (and below the GPT trend), and the other only slightly trending up, with α ≤ 6. The scale-invariant α metric lets us identify potentially poorly-trained models. These results show that the Correlation Flow differs significantly between GPT and GPT2-small (with the better GPT2-small looking more like the better ResNet-1K from Figure 3(b) ).
These results should be contrasted with the corresponding results for Spectral Norms, shown in Figure 6 (b). Attention models have two types of layers, one small and large; and the Spectral Norm, in particular, displays unusually small values for some of these layers for GPT. This Scale Collapse for the poorly-trained GPT is similar to what we observed for the distilled ResNet20 model in Figure 4(b) . Because of the anomalous scale collapse that is frequently observed in poorly-trained models, these results suggest that scale-dependent norm metrics should not be directly applied to distinguish good-versus-bad models. Figure 6 : PL exponents (α) (in (a)) and Log Spectral Norms (log W ∞ ) (in (b)) for weight matrices from the OpenAI GPT and GPT2-small pretrained models. (Note that the quantities being shown on each Y axis are different.) In the text, this is interpreted in terms of Correlation Flow and Scale Collapse.
GPT2: medium, large, xl. We now look across series of increasingly improving GPT2 models (i.e., we consider good-better-best questions), by examining both the PL exponent α as well as the Log Norm metrics. In general, as we move from GPT2-medium to GPT2-xl, histograms for both α exponents and the Log Norm metrics downshift from larger to smaller values. For example, see Figure 7 , which shows the histograms over the layer weight matrices for fitted PL exponent (α) and the Log Alpha Norm (log W α α ) metric. We see that the average α decreases with increasing model size, although the differences are less noticeable between the differing good-better-best GTP2 models than between the goodversus-bad GPT and GPT2-small models. Unlike GPT, however, the layer Log Alpha Norms behave more as expected for GPT2 layers, with the larger models consistently having smaller norms. Similarly, the Log Spectral Norm also decreases on average with the larger models (not shown). As expected, the norm metrics can indeed distinguish among good-better-best models among a series well-trained models.
We do notice, however, that while the peaks of the α are getting smaller, towards 2.0, the tails of the distribution shifts right, with larger GPT2 models having more usually large α (also not shown). We suspect this indicates that these larger GPT2 models are still under-optimized/overparameterized (relative to the data on which they were trained) and that they have capacity to support datasets even larger than the recent XL 1.5B release [26] . 
Comparing Hundreds of CV Models
In this section, we summarize results from a large-scale analysis of hundreds of CV models, including models developed for image classification, segmentation, and a range of related tasks. Our aim is to complement the detailed results from Sections 4 and 5 by providing broader conclusions. The models we consider have been pretrained on nine datasets. We provide full details about how to reproduce these results in Appendix A.
We choose ordinary least squares (OLS) regression to quantify the relationship between quality metrics (computed with the WeightWatcher tool) and the reported test error and/or accuracy metrics. We regress the metrics on the Top1 (and Top5) reported errors (as dependent variables). These include Top5 errors for the ImageNet-1K model, percent error for the CIFAR-10/100, SVHN, CUB-200-2011 models, and Pixel accuracy (Pix.Acc.) and Intersection-Over-Union (IOU) for other models. We regress them individually on each of the norm-based and PL-based metrics, as described in Section 4.
Our results are summarized in Table 3 . For the mean, larger R 2 and smaller M SE are desirable; and for the standard deviation, smaller values are desirable. Taken as a whole, over the entire corpus of data, PL-based metrics are somewhat better for both the R 2 mean and standard deviation; and PL-based metrics are much better for M SE mean and standard deviation. These (and other) results suggest our conclusions from Sections 4 and 5 hold much more generally, and they suggest obvious questions for future work.
Conclusion
We have developed (based on strong theory) and evaluated (on a large corpus of publicly-available pretrained models from CV and NLP) methods to predict trends in the quality of state-of-the-art neural networks-without access to training or testing data. Prior to our work, it was not obvious that norm-based metrics would perform well to predict trends in quality across models (as they are usually used within a given model or parameterized model class, e.g., to bound generalization error or to construct regularizers). Our results are the first to demonstrate that they can be used for this important practical problem. That PL-based metrics perform better (than norm-based metrics) should not be surprising-at least to those familiar with the statistical mechanics of heavy tailed and strongly correlated systems [10, 11, 12, 13] (since our use of PL exponents is designed to capture the idea that well-trained models capture correlations over many size scales in the data). Again, though, our results are the first to demonstrate this. It is also gratifying that our approach can be used to provide fine-scale insight (such as rationalizing the flow of correlations or the collapse of size scale) throughout a network. We conclude with a few comments on what a practical theory of DNNs should look like. To do so, we distinguish between two types of theories: non-empirical or analogical theories, in which one creates, often from general principles, a very simple toy model that can be analyzed rigorously, and one then argues that the model is relevant to the system of interest; and semi-empirical theories, in which there exists a rigorous asymptotic theory, which comes with parameters, for the system of interest, and one then adjusts or fits those parameters to the finite non-asymptotic data. A drawback of the former approach is that it typically makes very strong assumptions on the data, and the strength of those assumptions can limit the practical applicability of the theory. Nearly all of the work on the theory of DNNs focuses on the former type of theory. Our approach focuses on the latter type of theory. Our results, which are based on using sophisticated statistical mechanics theory and solving important practical DNN problems, suggests that the latter approach should be of interest more generally for those interested in developing a practical DNN theory.
Normalization of Empirical Matrices. Normalization is an important, if underappreciated, practical issue. Importantly, the normalization of weight matrices does not affect the PL fits because α is scale-invariant. Norm-based metrics, however, do depend strongly on the scale of the weight matrix-that is the point. To apply RMT, we usually define X with a 1/N normalization, assuming variance of σ 2 = 1.0. Pretrained DNNs are typically initialized with random weight matrices W 0 , with σ 2 ∼ 1/ √ N , or some variant, e.g., the Glorot/Xavier normalization [28] , or a 2/N k 2 normalization for Convolutional 2D Layers. With this implicit scale, we do not "renormalize" the empirical weight matrices, i.e., we use them as-is. The only exception is that WeightWatcher-Intel-Distiller-ResNet20.ipynb 5
WeightWatcher-OpenAI-GPT.ipynb 6, 7
WeightWatcher-OpenAI-GPT2.ipynb Table 4 : Jupyter notebooks used to reproduce all results in Sections 4 and 5.
we do rescale the Conv2D pre-activation maps W i,L by k/ √ 2 so that they are on the same scale as the Linear / Fully Connected (FC) layers.
Special consideration for NLP models. NLP models, and other models with large initial embeddings, require special care because the embedding layers frequently lack the implicit 1/ √ N normalization present in other layers. For example, in GPT, for most layers, the maximum eigenvalue λ max ∼ O(10 − 100), but in the first embedding layer, the maximum eigenvalue is of order N (the number of words in the embedding), or λ max ∼ O(10 5 ). For GPT and GPT2, we treat all layers as-is (although one may want to normalize the first 2 layers X by 1/N , or to treat them as outliers).
A.2 Reproducing Sections 4 and 5
We provide a github repository for this paper that includes Jupyter notebooks that fully reproduce all results (as well as many other results) [2]. All results have been produced using the Weight-Watcher tool (v0.2.7) [1] . The ImageNet and OpenAI GPT pretrained models are provided in the current pyTorch [19] and Huggingface [25] distributions, as specified in the requirements.txt file.
A.3 Reproducing Figure 4, for the Distiller Model
In the distiller folder of our github repo, we provide the original Jupyter Notebooks, which use the Intel distiller framework [23]. Figure 4 is from the ''...-Distiller-ResNet20.ipynb'' notebook (see Table 4 ). For completeness, we provide both the results described here, as well as additional results on other pretrained and distilled models using the WeightWatcher tool. Table 3 
A.4 Reproducing

in Section 6
In the ww-colab folder of our github repo, we provide several Google Colab notebooks which can be used to reproduce the results of Section 6. The ImageNet-1K and other pretrained models are taken from the pytorch models in the omsr/imgclsmob "Sandbox for training convolutional networks for computer vision" github repository [20] . The data for each regression can be generated in parallel by running each Google Colab notebook (i.e., ww colab 0 100.ipynb) simultaneously on the same account. The data generated are analyzed with ww colab results.ipynb, which runs all regressions and which tabulates the results presented in Table 3 .
We attempt to run linear regressions for all pyTorch models for each architecture series for all datasets provided. There are over 450 models in all, and we note that the osmr/imgclsmob repository is constantly being updated with new models. We omit the results for CUB-200-2011, Pascal-VOC2012, ADE20K, and COCO datasets, as there are fewer than 15 models for those datasets. Also, we filter out regressions with fewer than 5 datapoints. We remove the following outliers, as identified by visual inspection: efficient b0, b2. We also remove the entire cifar100 ResNeXT series, which is the only example to show no trends with the norm metrics. The final datasets used are shown in Table 5 . The final architecture series used are shown in Table 6 , with the number of models in each.
To explain further how to reproduce our analysis, we run three batches of linear regressions. First, at the global level, we divide models by datasets and run regressions separately on all models of a certain dataset, regardless of the architecture. At this level, the plots are quite noisy and clustered, as each architecture has its own accuracy trend; but one can still see that most plots show positive relationship with positive coefficients. Example regressions are shown in Figure 8 , as available in the results notebook.
To generate the results in Table 3 , we run linear regressions for each architecture series in Table 6 , regressing each empirical Log Norm metric against the reported Top1 (and Top5) errors (as listed on the osmr/imgclsmob github repository README file [20] , with the relevant data extracted and provided in our github repo as pytorchcv.html). We record the R 2 and M SE for each metric, averaged over all regressions for all architectures and datasets. See Table 7 and  Table 8 . In the repo, plots are provided for every regression, and more fine grained results may be computed by the reader by analyzing the data in the df all.xlsx file. The final analysis includes 108 regressions in all, those with 4 or more models, with a positive R 2 . 
